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Yuasa Summer Marine 
Battery Promotion

Simply purchase a Yuasa marine battery, enter on line or in store and you could win 
a 7night escape for 2 people on Hamilton Island including 2 days of private fishing, 

scenic heli flight over the Great Barrier & Whitehaven Beach, Sailing Charter, 
$2000 spending money & accommodation at the Reef View Hotel

Yuasa Battery
“Sales Growth 

Recognition Award” 
for 2017

WE WON!!

According to statistics, black cars are more likely to be involved in crashes than other colours. 
Here are the top 10 safest colours for cars.

YELLOW:    Bright and stands out in rain, fog, at dusk and dawn, and other low-light situations
    WHITE:    Seen more clearly in low-light conditions. Can be difficult to see in pouring rain during the day or in fog
ORANGE:   One of the top safest colours you can go for
      GOLD:   Bright and shiny. Good at reflecting light during the night. Can be difficult to see in heavy rain, with some
                      headlights giving off a gold-ish tinge against the water spray.
   CREAM:   Good contrast against the road and it's relatively bright during the night. During rainy conditions it's easily
                       clouded over.
        PINK:    A very safe colour for obvious reasons; it stands out
    SILVER:    Bright and stands out in low-light conditions. In rainy conditions the colour can blend in, making it hard to see. 
                       For all other other occasions silver is safe. It's also one of the best colours for resale value.
     GREEN:   Can blend in with lots of surrounding objects that are green; the green traffic lights, grass and fences are fairly
                       common in green. 
          RED:    Can blend in with traffic lights, brake lights, and various road signs with various shades of red. It does stand
                       out, even in rainy or foggy conditions, however, at night it's not bright enough to light up. It is considered a 
                       safe colour, just not as safe as the other options.
        BLUE:   The next safest colour after silver, which means it's not all that safe. Blue tends to blend in with the sky during 
                       the day, and it doesn't provide much contrast against the black tarmac. At night it can come across as black if 
                       it's a mid-range (or darker) shade of blue.

BE SAFE BE SEEN – INSTALL SAFETY DAY LIGHTS 
Drivers make mistakes!

6 REASONS TO UPGRADE YOUR TRAILER WITH LED LIGHTS 
1.   LED’s decreases the load on your vehicle’s lighting circuit 
2.   LED’s are reliable and cost effective 
3.   LED lights stay brighter longer and can be seen during daylight hours much more easily then traditional light bulbs
4.   With incandescent lights having spare bulbs is a must. Half of the time when one does go bad you can’t get the bulb out 
        because it is rusted into the housing
5.   Boat trailer owners experience more lighting problems then other types of trailers. When you back them into cold water  
       your traditional bulbs are hot and the temperature contrast can shatter them. 
6.   LED lights feel cool to the touch even during operation. 
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Discounts available for Super Card 
Holders & Farmlands Card Holders.

We also accept ● Q Card  ● Visa  
● Farmers Finance Card  ● Mastercard

Free windscreen cleaner with every 
“Purifier Fresh Air Treatment” booked (until stocks last)

Eliminating mould, mildew & bacteria from mobile air conditioning 
system & cabin interiors
Removing pet odours. 
Removing even the most offensive & stubborn odours such as tobacco 
smoke & spills 
Ozone is the most powerful sterilant commercially available to kill 
bacteria, viruses, odours & mould spores           

ROOF  MOUNTED DVD PLAYER

Also available Headrest DVD Players
More of their range includes:
 Reversing Cameras
 Double Din Multi Media Systems
 GPS Tracking – Vehicle/Personal/Bike/Wheelchair/Mobility Scooter
  Alarms
  Central Locking
  Light Bars

From as little as $45 + GST
Our Purifier Fresh Air Ozone Machine can help by: 







 “We are now a Mongoose Automotive 
Technologies supplier in town”

 10.2 “ High definition colour screen
 Widescreen pictures
 Tune in through your vehicle’s audio system
 Alternatively use optional wireless headphones for 
    rear seat passengers (extra cost)
 Flips up neatly when not in use
 

AMT Auto Electrical are proud sponsors of Sailing Wanganui & Wanganui Under 15 Girls Hockey team

$599 + Installation

Honda Prelude was the first mass produced car that featured a mechanical 
4-wheel steering system. In its debut year it beat every car in the slalom test, 
including Porsche and Ferrari. 
The Soviet Union allowed theaters to play The Grapes of Wrath because of its 
depiction of the plight of the poor under capitalism, but it was later withdrawn 
because Russian audiences were amazed that even the poorest Americans 
could afford a car.
In 2002 a car was reported running off the road in Surrey, England by multiple 
witnesses. Police arrived, but found no signs of a crash. After a careful search the 
car and driver were finally found but it was determined the accident occurred 5 
months earlier.

Fairly Intersting Car Facts:


